The UN SDGs were created through the largest ever participatory
process undertaken by the UN.
10 million people from all walks of life, expressed their views in
the consultation process to help shape the 2030 Agenda, and
subsequently, the UN SDGs were agreed and adopted by all
United Nations Member States in 2015 as a universal call to
action, to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity.
There are 17 goals in total as shown here on this chart.
In working towards these goals we want to:
• Be an advocate and ally to those who want to adjust working practices for the benefit of working
towards as many of the goals together.
• Inspire and work with those in authority to make better choices or decisions on behalf of us all,
doing this through education, influence, and by supporting as many people as possible to be
involved
• and continue to signpost, gather and produce evidence and robust data that supports the need
to get everyone involved and share this throughout the sector and beyond so providing solid
evidence. This will help with funding but can also to highlight gaps in provision.

So, what has The Community Foundation done to address SDGs:
The funds that we distribute are positively supporting and addressing a variety of the SDGs. For
instance, our European Social Fund focuses on reducing inequalities by supporting those who are the
hardest to reach to access routes into education and employment. We collate the monitoring
evidence from these projects to show the tangible benefits and to report on what impact they have.
Benchmarking with the SDGs will allow us to fine-tune our reports and make them more effective in
demonstrating the impact.
What The Community Foundation is aiming to achieve is to mobilise, inspire and connect with the
whole community.
We can illustrate our effectiveness and what we are doing by building and sustaining relationships in
the local area through the projects that we continue to support. For instance, our:
• Best Kept Village Community Award and Shropshire's Outstanding Community have new
online platforms that encourage wider participation as well as making opportunities for
intergenerational community cohesion. This can help to lessen isolation and loneliness with
everyone being able to get involved by whatever means they can.
• We are a Living Wage employer and aim to set an example to others
• Social media – this enables us to share good news stories/case studies from awarded projects
and connects people together.
• Our Celebrations and Funding Events highlight the work we do and encourages collaboration.
Donors and dignitaries help to make these events a special occasion for the benefit of
communities too.
Connecting Local Action to Global Issues
GOAL 5: Gender Equality – Tampon Tax
GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean Energy – Southern Staffs Community Energy Fund
GOAL 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth – European Social Fund
GOAL 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities – Malam Fund
GOAL 15: Life on Land – Best Kept Village Community
GOAL 13: Climate Action – Southern Staffs Community Energy Fund
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